
Miaoli Juvenile Detention Center, Department of Corrections, Ministry of Justice 

 2020 " Multi-Course Service Plan_ Back to Sweet Life " Course  

  

Teacher introduces the manager of Laowo Coffee Introducing coffee knowledge 

  

Director's Certificate of Appreciation Teenagers studying on the podium 

  

Teaches identification of ground coffee particles Demonstration of coffee extraction process 



Time：July 9, 2020, 14:00 to 16:00 

Location：Juvenile nursing home classroom 

The number of participants：3 guests, 16 teenagers 

Organizer：Counseling Department 

Activity description： 

In order to encourages teenagers to expand their horizons and learn 

new knowledge, Since May 109, it has cooperated with the Miaoli County 

Nursing Association, the Drug Control Center and the Student Life 

Counseling Association. Hold a "multiple curriculum service plan" with 

different themes every month, and use the "experiential learning group 

model" to guide teenagers to learn and construct knowledge and value 

exploration through cognition and feeling. The funds required for this 

course are fully sponsored by private groups such as Wanshan Temple in 

Houlong Town, Sanfeng Travel Agency, Yuelin Bookstore, etc. 

In July, the "Back to Sweet Life_Coffee Grinding and Brewing" 

course was arranged. The young men learn to brew coffee by the manager 

of Laowo Cafe in Miaoli City. Teaches how to carefully select beans and 

grind them to extract coffee. And let every teenager taste their own coffee, 

experience the spiritual satisfaction brought by the bitterness, and 

appreciate the bitter life in the mellow. At the same time, also share the 

hardships of learning and managing his career after retiring from the 

military, and encourage the teenagers to know how to cherish and be 

grateful. Looking at the thoughtful expressions of the teenagers, we believe 

that a positive energy seed has been deeply planted in their hearts. Our 

Director Liu gave a thank you letter to Mr. Jiang. At the same time, he 

encouraged young people that Life is a learning process. They must 

develop their own expertise and walk out of their own way. 


